
When major losses occur, you don’t just need an adjuster, you need a 
leader. Crawford’s Global Technical ServicesSM (GTS) group features 
the largest, most experienced team of strategic loss managers and 
technical adjusters in the world. Covering virtually every industry and 
every geographic region, Crawford employs more nominated senior 
technical adjusters than any other independent adjusting resource.

GTS offers expertise in  many industries:

Large Complex Loss
Crawford’s Global Technical ServicesSM  group meets 

the world’s most challenging claims head-on.

large loss claims 
processed annually*

30+

in indemnity dollars 
annually*

4+

Global Technical Services

• Reducing cost and time in 
process

• Increasing policyholder 
satisfaction

• Effortlessly scaling to meet 
demand

• Responding to catastrophic 
events

• Expanding geographic reach
• Processing claims of any 

size or complexity

• Marine and transportation
• Mining
• Power and energy
• Public entity
• Real estate
• Retail
• Technology
• Telecommunications
• Construction & builder’s risk

Thousand

Billion

average claim loss*

165+ Thousand

*2019 results



Providing the highest level of world-class 
talent and the industry’s largest network 
of specialized professionals.
Perfect for:
• Deploying specialists at scale
• Applying strategic approaches to complex claims
• Assessing and minimizing business interruptions
• Mitigating the effects of catastrophic events
• Responding rapidly to sensitive situations
• Rebuilding communities and businesses across the globe

Why choose Crawford?
• Seamless integration of multi-disciplinary teams
• Experienced strategic loss managers with a wide range of specialization
• Global network delivering consistent service
• Compliance across governing regulations
• Brand protection at the forefront
• Focused on limiting business interruptions every step of the way

CRAW-GTS-SS-0322

Learn more at
www.crawco.com/largecomplexloss Global Technical ServicesSM

    

About Crawford & Company®

For over 80 years, Crawford has led the industry through a relentless focus on people and the 
innovative tools that empower them.

9,000 employees  |  50,000 field resources  |  70 countries  |  $18B+ claims managed annually
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